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Theme: UNDERSTANDING THE FORCES OF SUCCESS (PART 2)
It is results that validates our faith, and engaging the laws of the spirit is what
commands the supernatural without stress (Romans 8 vs. 1 - 3). The believer's
life would be ordinary when it is void of signs and wonders.
Spiritual laws are higher in every way than natural or scientific laws. Spiritual
laws commands the attention of natural law, making it bow and submit to that the
demand of faith.
Spiritual laws are superior in all aspect to natural or scientific laws (Matthew 14
vs. 28 - 29). Having access to spiritual laws is what brings an end to every form of
breakdown, because God's ways are higher than the ways of man (Isaiah 55 vs. 8
- 9).
Putting the wisdom of God to work in one's life is what makes a star out of any
believer (Job 28 vs. 7 - 8, 20). A believer's stardom is only waiting for him or her
to take a position in spirituality for it to find expression in life.
What we get in God's kingdom answers primarily to the level levels of faith at
work in us (Matthew 9 vs. 20 - 22, 28 - 29). Without your faith, it may be
impossible to make the most of life and without faith there is very little that God
can do in any circumstances, because it is by faith the hands of God is moved
(Isaiah 53 vs. 1; Hebrews 11 vs. 2, 4 - 5, 11, 20 - 22, 30 - 32). It is on the threshold
of faith that the believer's outstanding success is domiciled.
It is faith that establishes the believer's companionship with God making him
unbeatable in the battles and affairs of life.

